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Lawrence, cc but Pll damned well have them run
in."
We followed him up the bank and through the
German camp to the Turkish police post, where we
found a typical Turkish police inspector squatting
in state on a divan. To the accompaniment of the
inevitable coffee and cigarettes Lawrence lodged his
complaint, and as soon as the official had promised
to take the necessary steps we took our leave. But
Lawrence was leaving nothing to chance, and made
us hang about round the corner for a quarter of
an hour to see if anything happened. As no one
appeared, he led us back to the police station, and
refusing further coifec and cigarettes he demanded
what action was being taken. " Take care, my
friend," he said ; cc you know that I had your pre-
decessor removed for incompetence, and I shall
certainly complain of you to headquarters if you
neglect your duty." His resolute attitude fright-
ened the easy-going Turk. c< I will send gendarmes
forthwith," he protested. " What shall I do with
the malefactors, effendi ? " "I should flog them,"
said Lawrence calmly. Whether they were really
flogged, or even taken into custody, I have no
notion. But the incident gives some idea of the
way in which this solitary young Englishman, who
had no official position whatever, had begun even
in peace-time to strike out a line for himself.
Another day we all rode out to visit Basrawi and
to see his guest tent. There is very little difference
between the lowland Kurd and the nomad Arab,
and Basrawi's camp was typical of hundreds that I
have seen since in various parts of Arabia. The
famous tent with the forty poles was for the most
part an open marquee of black hair, but with an

